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The last paragraph deals vith the thermodynasdc state and with the
internal energy and enthalpy function of saturated fuel vapor at tempera-
tures up to 5000 K. This variables have been deduced by Beans of statistical
mechanics from the molecular structure and froa the kinetic and plasma state
of UOp and fission product vapor.
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Calculation and Experimental Estimation of the Equation of State of
Irradiated Fuel, by M. Bober, W. Breitung, H.U. Karow and G. Schumacher,
The Federal Republic of Germany.

1. INTRODUCTION

The gas pressure development in an irradiated mixed oxide fuel is mainly
influenced by fission gas23 and volatile fission products in the temperature
region below the melting point and by the fuel material itself and the less
volatile fission products in the temperature region above U000 K (jj.

Besides the temperature the important factors for the vapor pressure
are the oxygen potential of the fuel and the concentration of fission pro-
ducts in the fuel. As demonstrated by the calculations of Rand and Markin
|V| the oxygen potential influences strongly the pressure of vapor species
above (U Pu)02. The pressure of the species U, U0, U02, Pu, PuO, PuO2 varies
over a range of more than five orders of magnitude by variation of the oxy-
gen potential at 2000 K. Similar effects were observed with oxides of the
fission products. Fission products dissolved in mixed oxide fuel on the
other hand can influence significantly the oxygen potential of the irra-
diated mixed oxide. Thi3 was demonstrated for example by Tetenbaum (jf) with
the system U-Pu-Nd-0. In the first paragraph of the paper an attempt is
made to calculate oxygen potentials of mixed oxides containing dissolved
fission products. The model used is based en the equilibrium of oxygen de-
fects in the mixed oxide Ql]»

The chemical state and distribution of fission products is a further
behavior that should be considered in calculation of the local and overall
pressures and behavior of the fuel. Fission products were transported during
the irradiation time and collect at different positions within the fuel
pin. This process can produce high local concentrations of fission pro-
ducts, thus enabling elements with low overall concentrations to reach
their saturation pressure. The distribution of fission products and their
behavior in irradiated mixed oxide fuel is described in the second para-
graph .

The third paragraph deals with the calculation of vapor pressures that
has been conducted using a model described by Breitung (3j for uranium-plu-
tonium mixed oxides. This model bases on the law of mass action and provi-
des vapor pressures as a function of temperature and oxygen potential un-
der consideration of the vapor pressures of the fission products calcul-
ated by Gabelnick and Chasanov \\\-

An experimental method for the determination of vapor pressure at
high temperatures up to 3000 K is described in the fourth paragraph. The
evaporation device is equipped with a laser-beam heating. Experiments with
U0_ show the applicability of the apparatus for the measurement of vapor
pressures at high temperatures.

2. OXYGEN POTENTIAL IB IRRADIATED MIXED OXIDE FUEL

2.1 Oxygen potential of (U

The oxygen potential of the fuel determines the equilibrium between the
condensed and all the gaseous species and thus the total vapor pressure. There-
fore a pertinent selection of the numerous data is necessary.

The oxygen potential of (U,Pu)02± has been measured up to 2550 K, but
the agreement of the different results is not good. Even at low temperatures
(1300 K), measurements with identical (UfPu)-mixed oxide specimens by two
different laboratories gave A0Q -values which differ up to 5 kcal/mol |_183-

To reduce these experimental discrepancies several semi-empirical
models for AGog have been developed which can provide a basis for extrapol-
ations to high temperatures. In these models, the oxygen partial pressures
are described as a function of the temperature and the fuel composition by
a set of equilibrium relations among postulated lattice defects. The equi-
librium constant* needed are evaluated from measured AQQ

In Blackburn's nodel [pj the (U,Pu) mixed oxide contains U2+, U1**,
U6*, Puz+, Pu3* and Pu14* ions. Four equilibrium relation ships for these
ions, and uranium-, plutonium- and oxygen-conservation equations are used
to calculate oxygen pressures as a function of fuel composition and temp-
erature. In Fig.1 results are shown for several O/U+Pu ratios and tempera-
tures which were obtained from this model |j»i8j] .

In the model of de Franceo and Gatesoupe [jOJ cluster of 8 metal atoms
(U or Pu) are assumed. The Pu-clusters are proposed to have up to k oxygen
vacancies, which gives Pu valencies from !»,0 to 3,0. The U-clusters can
have one or two oxygen vacancies or up to three oxygen inters t i t ia l* ,
which gives U valencies from 3.5 to It.75.

With these 11 cluster defects 9 equilibrium relationships can be for-
mulated, the equilibrium constants of which were determined by a least
square f i t t ing procedure of AHQ,,- and AG09-measurements on FuOg-x, U02.
and (U,Pu)02±x. *

For the purposes of this work, the system of equilibrium equations
was solved with the given equilibrium constants up to 5000 K. Some results
are shown in Fig. 1.

For the sake of comparison Fig.1 contains also some data points from
the model of Schmitz [j»10!] for (U.PuJOg-x and from the model of Breitung
C **3 for (U,Pu)0a±x. However, these models are not appropriate for ex-
trapolation to very high temperatures because they include only Pu3*, Pu1**,
u"1* |_17] resp. Pu3*, Pu"»*, IT*, U5f ions [V] and because the equilibrium
constant were dafermined from snail temperature ranges.
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From Fig.1 the following conclusions can be drawn:
a) The oxygen potentials of hypo- and hyperstoichiometric (U,Pu) mixed

oxides converge vith increasing temperature against that of stoichio-
metrie (U,Pu) nixed oxide.

b) The extrapolation of the two quite different models [p] and Qo] to
high temperatures yields similar oxygen potentials up to li200 K.

c) From the envelope of a l l data points of the four models for (U aoPu>20)Oj
the uncertainty in AOQ- values i s estimated to be about 12 kcal/mol at
low temperatures and 25 kcal at 5O0O K.

2.2 Oxygen potential of U. ^ with fission products

If one intends to calculate vapor pressures of irradiated (U,Pu)Op
fuel the main problem that arises, concerns the oxygen potential since
there exist no AOQ measurements on irradiated fuel.

The following chapter deals with the question how the oxygen poten-
t i a l of the U-Pu-0 system is changed when fission products are added.

From the free enthalpies of formation and the yields of the fission
products, Ce and Hd can be exected to have the greatest influence on the
oxygen potential of (U,Pu)02 fuel.AGp measurements on (U,Ce) and (U.lfd)
mixed oxides are used, to derive equilibrium relations between oxygen
pressure, iMons, Ce-ions and Hd-ions, respectively.With these relations,
(U.Pu.Ce) and (U,Pu,Nd) mixed oxides wi l l be modelled.

mixed oxides

The oxygen potential measurements of Markin, Crouch (j?03 on sub-
stoichiometric (U,Ce) mixed oxides, can be interpreted in assuming that
the uranium ions remain tetravalent and that Ce-ions are reduced from
k to 3 according to the following reaction:
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2Ce l<+ 0 2 ~ Ce3* (1)

Eq.1 postulates that the removal of an oxygen lat t ice ion from the (U,Ce)
mixed oxide i s connected with the formation of one isolated Ce3+-ion and
one Ce3*-ion bound to the oxygen vacancy. From Eq.1 follows with the mass
action law and the appropriate molar fractions:

1/2

°2
X'X'p

1/2

U-2x)2(2-x)

or with (2-x) s 2:

log log k" " ilog po (2)

2xAccording to Eq.2, a plot of log • -• versus the logarithmus of the
measured oxygen pressure should give a line with the slope -i independent
of the Ce concentration z of the (U,Ce) mixed oxides. (The quotient — ? —
is equal to the ratio of 0 > 3 + ] /Qje1**] in the (U,Ce) mixed oxide) x

1.0

0.1

0.02

(U, Ce )0,
1-y y 2-x SjJrensen

1073 K

-25 -20 -15
Fig.2 Measured oxygen potentials of (U. Ce )0

1-y y 2-x



Plotting the results of Markin, Croueh|l>Cf] and Sorensen [21] in this
way, shoua that the A0Q2 data for mixed (U,Ce) oxides with high cer frac-
tions (y=0.5. . . 1.0), can be represented by one line with the s lope- r (Fig.2)
within the experi- ental uncertainties. From Fig.2 the equilibrium constant
k' can be determined. Fig.2 shows that for cer fractions less than about 0.5
the measured oxygen pressures yield lines which shift to smaller oxygen
pressures with decreasing Ce content. This means that the Ce-ions in the
(U.Ce) mixed oxides are increasingly stabilized against reduction (from
CeH* to Ce3*) with increasing ll-content.

This behavior can be accounted for by introducing an empiri&l activity
factor f into Eq.2:

log f-jg- . log k' - j- log pQ
-2 (3)

f as determined from the shift of the lines in Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 Empirical activity factor for Ce ions in (U,Ce)Op

Eq.3 can be written as £ ]

[Ce3*3
log f(z) + log r-Cei,+-j • log k

1 -£ log p Q

Eq.U describes the equilibrium between Ce3*, Ce^-ions and the oxygen
pressure in the presence of U-ions, which are assumed to be all tetra-
valent.

In a similar investigation of (U,Pu) mixed oxides, for the equili-
brium of Pu3* and Pu1** in the presence of U ions it was found (V] :

C)

1 0 8

CPU3*]
(5)

In [V] i t was assumed that a substoichiometric (U,Pu) mixed oxide
contains Pt?*-, Pu"1*- and U^-ions.

Now (U.Pu.Ce) mixed oxides can be modelled by combining Eqs.lt and 5 .
This implies the additional assumption that the equilibriums in Eqs.lt and
5 are not changed very much i f the two Bysterna U-Pu-0 and U-Ce-0 are
brought together.

The conservation equations which must be ful f i l led for the oxide
(U, Pu Ce )0o are:

'-y-z y z 2-x

. • « +Ce** + Ce1*1 » z

Pu3* + Pu1** » y

3Ce3* • itCe11* + 3Pu3* 2(2y+2z-x)
The U ions are assumed to be tretravalent, therefore, the following
oxygen fraction remains for the Ce- and Pu-ions:

(2-x) - (1-y-z) « 2 » 2y +(2z - x)

The equation system It to 8 has been solved for the oxygen pressure
POp f o r several Ce fractions z and oxygen deficiencies x. The resulting
oxygen_potential8 are shown in Fig.lt.
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The following conclusions can be dravn from the model at 1073 K

a) At 1073 K the replacement of 2% uranium ions by cer ions ( = 10J( burn up),
raises the oxygen potential for 2-3 kcal/raole only.

b) If on the other hand, the equilibrium relation for pure cer oxide
(factor f"1 in Eq.U) i s used, the oxygen potentials are 10 to 20 keal
higher than those of pure (U,Pu) mixed oxides. This shows that the
assumption of (U,Pu,Ce)0 beeing an ideal solution
(U,Pu)0- i s not just i f ied.

of CeO2-x,

2.2.2 (U. oxides

The oxygen potential measurements of Tetenbaum Qf] with (U,Nd) mixed
oxides at 2350 K havj been analysed in the same way as those of the (U,Ce)
mixed oxides.

As Fig.5 shows, the point* for (U,Nd) oxides with 10 and 20*_Hd fa l l
on one l ine , with in the experimental uncertainties (±3 kcal in AGQ ,
10.00? in x) . At this high temperature the slope has changed to about -1 /2 ,6 .

2x
y-2x

1.0

0.1

T = 2250 K

Fig.;? Oxygen potential in (U,Hd)0._ compared with that of U0, and
(U,Pu)02x at 2250 K.

From Fig.5, which also shows the appropriate plots for U0. and
(0,Pu)0 at 2250 K, it can be seen that (U,Pu)02 is easier to reduce
than (U,lf3)02 and this one again easier than U0 .

Therefore it can be anticipated that the introduction of Hd into
(U.Pu) mixed oxide, will lower the oxygen potential.

This indeed results from the model, as is shown in Fig.6. According
to the calculations the oxygen potential of (U OQPU .0"^ 02^2 **
1-2 keal/Mol lower than that of (U ̂ Pu 20)02_x at 2250 1C
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Fig.6 Oxygen potential in (U,Pu,Hd)Og_

2.2.3 Influence of fission products on the oxygen potential of (U,Pu)0,
2±x

It was expected that the fission products Ce and Hd could hav* the
greatest influence on the oxygen potential of the fuel, compared with
the other fission products.

The result of the given estimation is, that Ce and Hd alter the
AQQ of the fuel only for some kcal/nole and that their influence is in
opposite directions.

For these reasons the oxygen potential of irradiated fuel can be
assumed to be equal to that of pure (U,Pu)02 fuel.

2.3 Oxygen distribution in irradiation fuel

In the steep radial temperature gradient of a fuel pin under irradia-
tion thermodynamic forces exist which transport oxygen to the rim of the
fuel in hypostoichiometric fuel and to the center in hyperstoiehiometrie
fuel. Thus the oxygen concentration varies with fuel radius and influences
the local vapor pressure during the lifetime of the fuel pin.

The oxygen distribution has been calculated for several overal Pu
valencies in mixed oxide fuels with a thermal diffusion model by Sari
and Schumacher \j 1J and estimated by Kleykamp p2^ in irradiated fuel



taking into account the Mo and HoO» concentrations measured in metallic
and carajiic inclusions. Fig.7 shows the results. Dashed lines represent
estimated and full lines calculated oxygen distributions.

Table 1 shows how the important fission products can be attached to
the three division* described. Fission products with yields lover than 0,5
cannot contribute essentially to the total vapor pressure at high tempera-
tures. As shown by Oabelnik and Chasanov |j] vapor pressures of the prin-
cipal contributors at 5000 K are in the order of 100 bar.
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division

a

b

c

0 x
dissolved

Ce,
Pr.

If.

Eu, La,
Pa, Sra,

Zr, Nb

i d <

Nd,
Qd

J B

preeip.

Ba,
Ce,

Mo,

Is..

Zr,
Sr

Ca
Te. Sa_

E 1

Mo
Rh,

Cs,
As,

Kr,

e n

Rb,

J.
Sn

Xe,

e n

Ru,

Te,

J

t 8

Tc

Cd, Pd

The underlined Oxides are stable in hyperstoichiometric mixed oxides only.

Table 1 Fission product elements and compounds in a burnt mixed oxide fuel
with yields >0,5.

Fig 7 Calculated (full) and measured (dashed) U and Pu valencies along the
rsdius of a mixed oxide fuel pin. Vp and Vj. are the overall Pu- and
U- valencies, respectively.

A considerable deviation from the overall 0/M can be observed at the
rim (r/ R«1) and at the center of the fuel pin that leads to marked dif-
ferences in the oxygen potential. The real oxygen potentials produced by
oxygen redistribution at the rim and in the center differ by up to 200 kJ/mol
from that corresponding to an uniform oxygen distribution with O/M«l-976.
This gives a difference in oxygen partial pressure of about k orders of
magnitude. Not so large are the deviations in hyperatoichiometric fuels
in which the 0/M in the center does not exceed 2.OOI4 due to tne stabili-
zing effect of Ho.

3. BEHAVIOR OF FISSION PRODUCTS IN THE FUEL PIN

The fission products in a burnt fuel pin can be divided in 3 groups
with respect to their contributions to the pressure within the fuel:

a) Those which are in a condensed state throughout the fuel under
normal operation conditions

b) Those which are volatile or in a condensed state depending on
their position in the pin (temperature and oxygen potential)

c) Those which are always in the gaseous state.

Similar to oxygen the fission products are not uniformly distributed
throughout the fuel pin. They are subjected to transport processes due
to thermal diffusion and evaporation condensation (J3J- Kleykamp Qili, 15]
examined burnt oxide fuel of a fast reactor and described the distribution
of the main fission products in metallic and ceramic inclusions. Pd, Cs,
Te and Sn were found to be enriched at the fuel rim and in the gap while
other fission products in inclusions are roughly at the same concentration
throughout the fuel. This is in accordance with an out of pile investiga-
tion of metallic Ru-Mo inclusions in mixed oxide fuel under a temperature
gradient {j<\\. It has been observed that the those inclusions grow up to a
limited size of 5-10 urn and become practically immobile in the fuel. In
hyperstoichiometric fuel molybdenum is oxidized and migrates towards lower
temperatures or collects in ceramic inclusions tj5^. Both typs of inclu-
sions will not be dissolved in liquid fuel but swept out in periods lar-
ger than the transition phase.

Dissolved fission product oxides are known to migrate to the center
by thermal diffusion and towards lower temperatures by evaporation con-
densation processes with the exception of ZrOg which has a lover vapor
pressure than U02 [j6]-

With the known investigations of fission product distributions a
listing of fission product locations can be made as shown in Tab.2.
In the case of Cs an enhanced accumulation can be observed in the border
between fissile and fertile fuel.



about uniformly distribution

accumulation
a) center

b) col-grains

c) unrestructured zone

d) gap

Ru, Mo*, Fh, Tc, Sr, Pr

Zr, Hd, Hb

Ce, (La), (Pm), (8m), (Y)

Cs**, Mo**, Pd, Te, To**

Cs, Te, Pd, Cd, J, As

* hypostoichiometric fuel

** hyperstoichiometrie fuel

Table 2 Main location of fission products in mixed oxide fuel pins

A Another important irradiation effect is redistribution of uranium and
Plutonium by thermal diffusion and evaporation-condensation (j3j« In mixed
oxide fuels with 0/M ratios (Pu valencies) relevant for fast breeder fuels
it occurs alvays an accumulation of plutonium in the center of a fuel
pin which ranges from 115 to 160 % related to the initial concentration
of plutonium. The accumulation of plutonium in the center as a function
of the plutonium valency is depicted in Fig.8 [i?]] which contains the
results of the known post irradiation examinations of fast breeder oxide
fuels. A model recently developed by Breitung [j36] taking in account ther-
mal diffusion |J33 and evaporation-condensation processes in migrating
pores allows a prediction of redistribution of uranium and plutonium as
well as of fission products if the necessary data are known.
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Pu-concentration at the central void as a function of the initial
Pu-valence in irradiated fuel pins.

1». CALCULATION OF THE VAPOR PRKSSURE OF IRRADIATED FUEL AT HIGH TEMPERATURES

The equilibrium vapor pressure of a gaseous specie MOg(g) evaporating
from a solid or liquid metal oxide M0^(cond.) can be calculated from the
evaporation reaction (j?3:
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M0A(cond.) ~ MOB(g). (9)

This reaction includes also the evaporation of pure metals (A=B=O). For
therraodynamic equilibrium the mass action law gives

AGffT(M0B) - AGf)T(MOA) • RT In

or with RT In p Q = AGQ

log pM0 " log "MO,B A

AG
ftT

RT In 10
(10)

where the symbols have the following measurings:

P M 0 » vapor pressure of the gaseous metal oxide MOg,

a ^ « activity of the (evaporating) condensed oxide M0A,

AG. (MO.) • free enthalpy of formation of the condensed oxide MO^ at
' temperature T,

AG_ (MOg) » free enthalpy of formation of the gaseous oxide MOg at
* temperature T

AGn = oxygen potential of the oxide system.

If the thermodynamic quantities on the right side of Eq.(IO) are
known, the vapor pressure of the gaseous specie MOg can be calculated.

The total vapor pressure of pure ((J43oPu>2o)°1 98 *"
el was c al c ul a~

ted according Eq.10 with both sets of oxygen potentials. For the free
energies of formation the values given in (33 were used. The activity of
uranium- and plutoniumoxide was taken equal to their molar fraction. The
difference in the results of both calculations is significant at tempera-
tures above I»5OO°C as shown in Fig.9.

Calculations of fission product vapor pressures have been carried out
by Gabelnick and Chasanov in a very careful and complete work (j3- T^y
used the oxygen potential of pure (U,Pu)Og fuel [pj, which Beems to be
justified by the preceeding paragraph. Since it is thought that the re-
sults of Oabelnick and Chasanov are the best estimate of fission product
vapor pressures, at present possible, the calculation of fission product
vapor pressures was not repeated. To estimate the total vapor pressure of
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Fig.9 Total vapor pressure over mixed oxide calculated with two models
for the oxygen potential.

2.0 2.5 3.0 IQ^K
T

Big.10 Pressure over burnt fuel. Parameter is the burnup.

irradiated (U,Pu) mixed oxide fuel we simply added their fission product
vapor pressures to our calculated fuel vapor pressure, corrected for the
altered activity of uranium and plutoniura.

The resulting total vapor pressure versus temperature curve of ir-
radiated (US0Q&U(2Q)OI £g fuel is shown in Fig.10 for several burnups.
The calculations*of fission product vapor pressures [jQ were taried out
with a fuel Bmear density of 5 g/cm3, which is typical for a voided fast
breeder reactor core.

Fig.11 shows the contributions of the gaseous species over nixed
oxide fuel after \% burnup to the total vapor pressure. Fission gases
and volatile fission products (alkali metals) give the main contributions
at low temperatures. Gaseous species of the fuel and of less volatile
fission products become significant at temperatures above I»OOO K. The
vapor pressure of the fuel is taken from the full line in Fig.10. With
the second model for the oxygen potential (dashed line in Fig.10) a much
higher contribution of the fuel vapor is to be expected.
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4500
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3500 3100

11 Contributions of fission products and fuel to the total vapor
pressures.



5. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEM OF GASEOUS PRESSURE DEVELOPMENT (EOS)

OF IRRADIATED FUEL UP TO VERY HIGH TEMPERATURES

Safety analys i s of f a s t reactors requires the knowledge of the gaseous
pressure development of i rrad ia ted fue l as a function of enthalpy and temp-
erature , r e s p e c t i v e l y . Under t h i s top ic two temperature regions have t o be
considered,the s o l i d phase region below the melt ing point of the f u e l , which
i s re la ted t o normal and acc identa l fue l pin operat ion, and the l i q u i d phase
region of the fue l up to 5000 K, which ia re la ted t o the condit ions of
hypothet ica l core d i srupt ive acc idents .

Up t o now, no vapor pressure measurements have been performed with
the f i s s i o n product substances of i n t e r e s t at temperatures between 3000 K
and 5000 K. Measurements with meta l l i c f i s s i o n products could o f f er the
bes t chance of s u c c e s s . D i f f i c u l t i e s are t o be expected, however, in per-
forming evaporation experiments with oxide f i s s i o n products , because pre-
s e n t l y there i s s t i l l too l e s s knokledge on t h e i r complex evaporation b e -
havior at elevated temperatures Q ]

For d irec t experimental determination of the c a l o r i c and thermal equs.*-
t i o n s - o f - s t a t e of the fue l and f i s s i o n product materials above 3000 K there
are in pr inc ip le only a few s u i t a b l e high-temperature measuring techniques .
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In the lower temperature scale, i . e . below the melting temperature of
the fuel, i t are the fission gases and the volati le fission products (Cs,
Rb, J, ec t . ) which primarily contribute to the gaseous pressure in the
fuel. The PVT-data of these elements, and also of Sodium, are known from
measurements which have been extended up to the cr i t ical point and above
C22-2U3 •

In the high-temperature region far above the fuel melting temperature,
the partial pressures of the less-volat i le fission products and of the fuel
material i t s e l f become important in the total vapor pressure because of
their high heats of evaporation. The essentially contributing elements are
Hd, Ru, Pd, Ce, Se, Tc, Ag ( j j . They exist in ihe liquid fuel partly as
metals (Ru, Pd, Se, Tc), partly as oxides (Nd, Ce).

In the lower temperature scale, the equilibrium pressure of the irra-
diated fuel can be quantitatively derived from thermodynamie equilibrium
data of the pure materials» However, to describe the dynamic pressure
development in the fuel pin, the redistribution of the fission products
and the retentention of the fission gaseB have to be considered. While
the process of redistribution can be described quantitatively £'3,15»25J, the
theoretical models of fission gas retention (2(5) have yet to be verified
experimentally (27).

In the high temperature region, the direct measurement of the total
pressure of irradiated fuel appears not to be feasible. To overcome this
lack of direct experimental data, the total vapor pressure of the liquid
fuel must be derived theoretically. The condition i s a sufficient know-
ledge of the chemical state of the fission product species in the liquid
fuel and in the vapor phase, and the knowledge of the vapor pressure curves
of the pure fuel material and of the most relevant fission product species.
The required partial vapor pressures can also be determined from thermo-
dynaraic calculations C1»5]> * f a reliable set of the enthalpies of forma-
mation i s available, and i f the oxygen potential of the liquid fuel system
i s known (3J-

For measuring p(H) data, exploding wire techniques with direct elec-
tr ical pulse-heating of the material should be excluded. The evaporation
of the vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure would be a formidable task. A
successful experimental attempt for determination of p(H) could be an-
other instationary measuring method which 13 based on pulsed electron-beam
heating of the sample in a quasi-closed system Q?9J.

For measuring p(T) data above 3000 K, when also the vapor-liquid equi-
librium temperature has to be measured, open-evaporation measuring methods
appear to be more feasible. Electron-beam heating should not be applied
because the interaction of the electron beam with the vapor cloud
above the target would affect the evaporation velocity and the reaction
pressure of the vapor cloud, and would also falsify the temperature measu-
rement. Besides, the large penetration depth of the electron beam would
cause an undefined explosion-like evaporation. Laser beam heating, how-
ever, offers a suitable heating technique for evaporation experiments up
to 5000 K. It allows quasi-stationary measurements of p(T) data based on
determination of the stationary evapoaration velocity of the target ma-
teria l and of the reaction pressure of the vapor L3Qj.

With laser techniques, vapor pressure measurements at temperatures up
to 5000 K have been performed up to now with pure oxide fuel materials [31-
3lT) . The evaporation behavior of UOg and (U,Pu) mixed oxide i s sufficient-
ly known to allow reliable interpretation and evaluation of open evapora-
tion experiments with liquid oxide fuel Q353* The required equilibrium
vapor pressurp curve can be derived from the measurements by use of
Breitung'B oxygen potential approach Q>» 36] . The measuring method and
the evaluation model are shortly described in the following.

Fig.13shows the measuring principle. A rectangular laser pulse of 1
to 10 ms pulse length, cut out from the continuous beam of a high-power
COg laser, is focused on the sample positioned in a vacuum chamber. The
sample i s locally heated to the liquid state up to temperatures of 5000 K.
By a rotating wobble mirror, the laser focus, during the pulse, is uni-
formly moved on a circular trace on the specimen surface. (This procedure
allows to evaporate relatively large amounts of liquid target material
from a nearly f lat surface area). The measuring quantities are:
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Measuring principle of laser evaporation experiments to determine
the vapor pressure of oxide fuel up to 5000 K.

evaporation time and area,
evaporated mass, measured by direct weighing of the mass of the
collected vapor,
forward momentum of the vapcr jet, measured from the amplitude of
the pendulum collector
spectral thermal radiation of the evaporating surface, measured
with a fast micropyrometer.

The vapor pressure of the target material is derived from the mechani-
ctl measuring quantities. The evaporation temperature in a first appraoch
has been determined from the momentum of the vapor jet by use of a gas
dynamic evaluation model of the fuel vapor expansion in the vacuum. In a
second approach, in the temperature region below U00O K, the evaporation
temperature of the fuel sample has been determined pyrometrically. The
condition was, however, to measure the spectral emissivities of the liquid
fuel. For this reason, the spectral enissivities of UOg have been deter-
mined up to U000 K with a laser integrating sphere reflectocwter [37].

An application limit of these vapor pressure measuring techniques is
given by onset of plasma interaction of the vapor plume with the incident
lcser beam at temperatures above 1(500 K. Movement of liquid material in
the laser crater caused by the reaction pressure of the vapor jet does not
disturb such vapor pressure measurements where the measuring quantities
are the evaporated mass or the reaction pressure of the vapor £32]. The
application limits of pyrometry for measuring the evaporation temperature
are given by two effects, interaction of the thermal radiation of the
target surface vith the fuel vapor cloud, and formation of too large tem-
perature gradients in the evaporating fuel layer because of the intense
surface evaporation cooling. Therefore, the pyrometric measurement of the
evaporation temperature appears to be reliable up to temperatures around
1»000 K.

Another important aspect arises from the fact, that the dynamic vapor
pressure measurements on liquid oxide fuels with laser heating techniques
imply strong alterations in the composition of the incongruently evapo-
rating fuel surface [̂ 35]. During open evaporation, the depletion in the
preferentially evaporating components cannot be restored by diffusion
from the bulk material. After a short transient evaporation period stati-
onary surface-evaporation is reached with a surface composition which
differs greatly from the given fuel composition and depends on the actual
evaporation temperature. When this stationary forced-congruent evaporation
mode is reached, the grosa vapor composition is well-defined and is identi-
cal to the bulk composition of the fuel which is quite differenb from the ac-
tual surface composition. In consequence, the total vapor pressure develop-
ing in open surface-evaporation of a liquid oxide fuel can substantially
deviate from its thermodynamic equation-of-state, in the case of
^UQ 80Pu0.20^ m i x e d oxide by a factor of 2 to 7 depending on the O/M-ratio
(Fig.Tl»). The required equation-of-state of liquid nixed oxide, however, can
be deduced in a further step from the vapor pressure curve measured in open
evaporation by the thermodynamic model of Breitung [jj«36J •

Experimental values for the saturated vapor pressure of UOg are pre-
sented in Fig. 15. determined from five series of laser evaporation measure-
ments obtained at temperatures between 3500 K and 1(200 K. For comparison,
the vapor pressure curve for forced congruent evaporation of UOg.oO ifl

shown, calculated by Breitung, which relates to the open evaporation of
UOg. There is fairly good agreement of this thermodynamically derived curve
with the laser vapor pressure measurements reported above.

This short review on the experimental approaches to measure p(T)-dats.
for fast reactor safety analysis shovs that the laser evaporation method
turns out to be a suitable measuring method. The next step should b> to
extend the measurements to the fission product materials which essentially
contribute to the pressure development of irradiated fuel. This requires an
extension also of the theoretical and experimental studies on the chemical
and kinetic evaporation behavior of these substances.
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l ine represents the vapor pressure curve recommended by Ohse.

Fig.15 Theoretical vapor pressure curves of Briitung for liquid-vapor equi-
librium (equations-of-state) of UOg.oo* Bni f o r °Pen evaporation
(forced congruent evaporation) of UOg. Along the latter curve, the
fuel Burface compositions are given which actually exist at diffe-
rent temperatures during open evaporation of UOg. The cross marks
represent the vapor pressure of open evaporating UOg directly
measured with the above described laser evaporation method. The
dotted l ine represents the vapor pressure curve recommended by
Ohse.



6. THEORETICAL STUDIES ON THE THEHHODYHAMIC STATE AND OAS KINETIC BEHAVIOR

OF FUEL VAPOR AT VERY-HIGH TEMPERATURES

The condition* for nuclear reactor safe ty analys is include the know-
ledge of the ca lor ic and thermal equat ions -o f - s ta te , i . e . H(T) and P(VT),
of the l i q u i d phase and of the l iquid-vapor equilibrium of the irradiated
fue l up t o temperatures of about 5000 K. Besides the thennodynaoic func-
t i o n s - o f - s t a t e , the heat and radiation transport properties of the satu-
rated fue l vapor are of i n t e r e s t . Knowledge i s a l so needed on the re laxa-
t i o n a l and gas dynamic behavior of adiabat ica l ly expanding fuel vapor.
In t h i s context , the problem ar i ses of c lus t er and aerosol formation
during open evaporation of l i q u i d fuel under accident condit ions .

In a f i r s t theore t i ca l approach, the thermodynamic equilibrium s t a t e
of saturated fue l vapor over l iqu id U0- has been inves t iga ted , including
an evaluation of the plasma s t a t e of tne part ly ionized fue l vapor. The
ca lor ic f u n c t i o n s - o f - s t a t e , H(T) and C(T), of saturated UOg vapor have
been deduced up to 5000 K by means of s t a t i s t i c a l mechanics from the mul-
ticomponent molecular structure and from the k ine t i c and plasma s t a t e
of the fue l vapor |j}8]. For comparison, enthalpy data a l so of the condensed
phases of U0? have been used to ca lculate vapor phase data.

In addi t ion , the gas k i n e t i c relaxation and flow structure of adia-
b a t i c a l l y expanding ( laser-generated) UOg vapor j e t s have been considered.
A be t ter understanding of the gas dynamic phenomena and of the sheath
boundary e f f e c t s eventual ly occuring during intense surface evaporation
of l iqu id oxide fue l would a l s o allow a b e t t e r interpretat ion and evalu-
at ion of l a ser evaporation experiments carried out with f u e l .
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The gaseous and plasma state of UOg vapor at temperatures between the
UO melting point (3130 K) and 5000 K i s quantitatively characterized in
Table 3. It describes the gas kinetic state of oxide fuel vapor consisting
of U02 or •UOg-like' molecules, ions and free electrons. The temperature
and total vapor pressure data p(T) given in the two f irs t columns are
based on laser vapor pressure measurements [jO,32,35[] and on the theore-
t i ca l evaluation of the UOg vapor pressure curve by Breitung 0>»35[] . The
calculation of the degrees of ionization, X£t °* oxide fuel vapor with
the Sana equation does not work right off because the effective ioniza-
tion energy EP 1 of a vapor molecule differs remarkably from the theore-
t ica l value of the isolated molecule under the actual vapor conditions
above 3000 K. The different effects which lower the ionization energy
partly in an additive manner are discussed in detail in Ref. ( O
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Table 3 Characteristic data describing the gas kinetic and plasma state of
U0g vapor between 3100 K and 5000 K.

As can be seen from Table 3, oxide fuel vapor in the temperature range
from the boiling point up to 5000 K represents both a dense gaseous sys-
tem and a strong plasma. The neutral vapor component behaves up to 5000 K
as a perfect gas. This can be seen from an estimation of the van-der Waals
constants of UOg vapor. The ionized component of the fuel vapor, however,
does not approach to the state of a perfect kinetic plasma. At temperatures
around 5000 K, UOg vapor represents a so called classical collective plas-
ma [38J with increasingly "metallic" properties elucidated by the fact
that at temperatures, between U500 K and 5500 K the de Broglie wavelenth
Xfi of the free plasma electrons should reach the magnitude of the mean
particle distance dQ and d^, respectively. There i s than no more a kinetic
but a wave mechanical interaction of the electron gas with the neutral and
ionized molecules in the UOg vapor.

Saturated vapor over liquid UOg consists not only of UOg molecules
but to a remarkable extent also of UOj and UO molecules, and of monatomic
oxygen. For the temperature range far above 3000 K no experimental data
exist on the vapor composition. However, detailed thermodynamic calcula-
tions on the equilibrium partial pressures over liquid oxide fuels up to
5000 K have been performed by Breitung |}f]. From this numerical set of
partial pressures the molecular composition and the average atomic weight
of the vapor can be derived. The results are given in Table 3 taking into
account the effect of the electron gas to the average atomic weight of the
fuel vapor.

The nonuniform vapor composition underscores the fact that saturated
vapor of liquid UOg consists of chemically reactive molecular species. The
total oxygen content in the vapor i s higher than in the liquid phase as
is shown by the superstoichiometric O/U-ratio of the vapor. Also the aver-
age number of oxygen bonds per vapor molecule, v, i s larger than in the
liquid UOg phase - indicating oxidation reactions taking place during the
evaporation process. On the other hand, v i s smaller than the O/U-ratio
of the vapor - indicating onset of dissociative reactions with increasing
temperature. Quantitative results are given in Ref. [38]

The caloric functions-of-state of saturated UOg vapor, especially the
functions of enthalpy and specific heat, have been derived by means of
s ta t i s t i ca l mechanics. By use of spectroscopic molecular data of the vapor
molecules, the vibrational and rotational energy contributions of the vapor
molecules can be calculated straight forward [38j) •

No experimental data, however, exist on the electronic states of the
neutral or ionized uranium oxide molecules. Therefore, a more general
approach has been taken to generate the electronic partition function of
UOg, which i s not restricted to a molecule of ionic bond type. The energy



spectrum of the unoccupied electronic states of a polyatomic molecule
can be represented by a Rydberg aeries of states. In reality, this dis-
crete energy spectrum has to be replaced by a smeared, continuous-like
spectrum, because there is no energy degeneracy of the Rydberg states in
a strongly bound polyatomic molecule. Furthermore, the line broadening
and splitting by impacts and Stark effect of a molecule immersed in dense
and partly ionized U0g vapor smear the partition function. These consi-
derations lead to a fairly simple calculational approach for estimation
of the internal energy of the electronic states [383- Th* results show
that their contribution is about 2 to 2.k thermal degrees of freedom
between 3100 K and 5000.

Summing up the contributions of all molecular degrees of freedom
yields the total enthalpy function of saturated vapor over liquid UOg
(Fig.16). Zero reference state is related to the gaseous elements U and
0 at 0 K. The vapor composition is assumed to be the same at temperature
T and reference temperature To. Derivation at constant vapor compoaition
yields the specific heat function C (T) which is shown in Fig.17. For
comparison, the figures contain also the enthalpy and specific heat
function calculated for "pure UOp gas", i.e., assuming monoeomponent
vapor composition of UOg molecules only (curves No.2).

The non-monotonous slope with temperature of the new specific heat
functions is primarily caused by the changes in the vapor composition and
in the plasma 3tate with temperature. The overshoot of C«(T) near the
melting point of UOg (3130 K) is caused by the onset of thermal excitation
of the electronic states, and of thermal ionization of the vapor molecule.
At temperatures up to 5000 K, the relative contribution to the enthalpy
from the plasma state turns out to be small. The negative binding energy
of the plasma still diminishes its role in the energy balance of UOp vapor.
However, the dense plasma state of UOp vapor could significantly stamp its
optical and radiation properties and eventually influence the liquid-vapor
equilibrium.

The determination above of the enthalpy and specific heat functions
of high-temperature UOp vapor differs partly from previously published
approaches because it comprises the plasma state of saturated U0? vapor
and the thermal excitation of electronic states. In addition the tempera-
ture dependent equilibrium composition of uranium oxide vapor over liquid
U0 has been taken into account. For these reasons deviations of previously
published thermodynamic UOg vapor functions from the approach presented
here appear to be reasonable.

It would be interestingto compare, if possible, the present enthalpy
data of gaseous UOg with enthalpy data from literature of the condensed
UOg phases. For that purpose, the enthalpy data set of solid and liquid
U0 recommended by Leibowitz et al. Qio3 " converted to the gaseous phase
tentatively by means of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation for a nonocomponent
system. The enthalpy curves Ho.7 to a (Fig.16) represent the enthalpy
conversion calculated with different heats of evaporation derived from
Breitung'a oxygen potential approach [jQ and from the AMI, data set Qto],
respectively. Aa the figure shows, the Clausius-Clapeyron approach yields
to too high enthalpy curves with too high slope, i.e., with too high spe-
cific heat functions of the vapor. The deserepaniy should be caused by
the application of the Clausius-Clapeyron equation to the UO, system.
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Actually, application of the Clausius-Claptyron equation tacitly as-
sumes that the vapor-liquid equilibrium observed belongs to a single-
component, chemically inert thermodynamic system. The oxide fuel system
does not satisfy this assumption. Even restriction to the 'condensed UO,,
phase - gaseous U0~ vapor component' partial system would not allow appli-
cation of this equation because the partial system would not represent a
closed thermodynamic system. For the same reasons, also results obtained
from the generalized Clapeyron equation for multicomponent systems should
also be viewed with reservation, if applied to the vapor-liquid equili-
brium of oxide fuel system. - With the considerations above, the dis-
crepancies of the enthalpy data in Fig.16 seem to be elucidated.

The approach above of calculating the caloric functions of the uranium
oxide vapor species can be completed by determination of the free energy
functions, including thermal ionization and electronic excitation. By use
of Breitung'a oxygen potential approach for the UOg system, this indepen-
dent set of input data for the vapor phase together with appropriate data
for the condensed phase would allow to verify the perviously published
curves of the equilibrium vapor pressure over liquid oxide fuel (3]»

The relaxation kinetics and gas dynamic behavior of the oxide fuel
vapor should be known to allow interpretation of the laser evaporation
experiments and vapor pressure measurements recently carried out with
oxide fuel. Knowledge of the kinetic and dynamic behavior of freely ex-
panding oxide fuel vapor would also allow better modeling of the fuel
pin failure mechanisms in fast reactor safety analysis. In this context,
also the question of aerosol formation during open evaporation of liquid
fuel needs to be cleared.

The kinetic state of a UO- vapor cloud, (laser-) generated by open
surface evaporation of liquid U0 2, is highly collision-dominated. This
involves a strong reaction of the following-off vapor on the evapora-
ting surface. The intensive back-scattering from the vapor layer to the
adjacent liquid surface lowers the evaporation velocity and eventually
affects the evaporation coefficients of the vapor species. The colli-
sions-dominated state of the UO. vapor plume also involves an intensive
kinetic interaction of the vapor particles leading to a gas dynamic
vapor flow-off [3Cf|.

The enthalpy balance and the flow structure of the laser-generated
UO vapor jet is governed by kinetic relaxation during the adiabatic ex-
pansion into the vacuum. Tab,If gives a first estimation of the relaxation
channels and relaxation rates calculated for an evaporation temperature
of l»000 K. In thermodynamic equilibrium at this temperature, actually
about 18 thermodynamic degrees of freedom are excited. Regarding the
laser evaporation crater as a "sonic gas orifice", it can be derived from
the experimental results, that only f . - 5 thermal degrees of freedom
take part in the relaxation and are converted into kinetic flow energy
of the vapor. This result looks reasonable, as is illustrated by Tab.U.
It also shows that the electron gas effectively undergoes relaxation only
with -5 degrees of freedom of the heavy particles in inelastic colli-
sions. Since the relaxation of energy is very ineffective in elastic col-
lisions of the hot electron gas with the heavy UOp vapor molecules, this
causes a "run-away effect" of the electrons during a fast vapor expansion.

At higher temperatures, at -1|5OO...5OOO K, the real gas properties
of the UO. vapor must be taken into account in the analysis of the adia-
batic expansion. While at the lower temperatures the vapor expansion can
be treated as isentropic, the Joule-Thomson effect can no more be neglec-

ted at these high temperatures. This isenthalpic, not-isentropic process

causes ft cooling effect of AT - -100 K.
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Table *» Enthalpy balance and relaxation channels of freely expanding UOg

vapor jet» at M O O K.

Table U contains a first estimation of the energy release caused by
cluster formation in freely expanding UO vapor. The generation of clusters
is to be expected, because the adiabatic expansion of the UO. gas i» start-
ing very near the saturated vapor pressure curve passing instantaniously
over into the supersaturated region. This mean ideal conditions for
clustering. However, because of the low molecular collision numbor during
the whole expansion, the cluster size should, on an average, only be about
50 molecules per cluster molecule - corresponding to a cluster site of
about 20 A. This theoretical prediction which is based on experimental stu-
dies carried out by Obert QtiJ on cluster formation of different vapor
species , agrees with our experimental result, according to vhich no
uranium oxide cluster molecules were detected in laser evaporation ex-
periments using an electron microscope of * 20 X-resolution [30].

The degree of cluster formation should be a few per cent of the vapor
molecules. In this estimation it was not even taken into account that
cluster formation in oxide fuel vapor should not be limited by spontaneous
nucleation. The high particle density of ionized vapor molecules, which
represent ideal condensation nuclei, could enhance the rate of clustering.
The present state of theories on condensation in neutral and partly ionized
vapor is still rather incomplete so that more accurate estimate cannot
yet be made on cluster formation in oxide fuel vapor. It is planned, there-
fore, to approach this problem by laser evaporation experiments. For this
purpose, a Bpecial retarding-field cluster detector will be used.

A final remark should be added concerning the assumption of local
thermodynamic equilibrium which exists at the boundary between the evapo-
rationg liquid surface and the vapor plume. This assumption should not be
regarded as a neutral fact because of the dense plasma state of oxide fuel
vapor above 3000 K. The liquid fuel surface should also be considered as
a highly intensive thermionic emitter, being in thermal contact with a
very dense plasma. Then, plasma physics predicts the eventual existence
of a non-neutral plasma boundary sheath separating the electrically neu-
tral vapor plume from the liquid U0 g surface. Such a boundary sheath



would then cause, e . g . an e l e c t r i c a l f i e l d strength of about 0 .6 106 V/cm
normal t o a l i q u i d UOp surface being at 'tOOO K. This could inf luence the
evaporation process and the evaporation c o e f f i c i e n t s of the vapor s p e c i e s .
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The Role of Fission Gas in the Analysis of Hypothetical Core Disruptive
Accidents, by E.A. Fischer, Federal Republic of Germany.

1. Introduction

30

This paper summarizes recent vork e.t Karlsruhe with the goal of under-

standing the effects of fission gas in hypothetical core disruptive

accidents. The fission gas behavior model is discussed in Section 2.

The computer programs LANOZBIT and KURZZEIT describe the long-term and

the transient gas behavior, respectively. Recent improvements in the

modeling, and a comparison of results with experimental data are re-

ported. A somewhat detailed study of the role of fission gas in transient

overpower (TOP) accidents was carried out. If pessimistic assumptions,

like pin failure near the axial midplane, are made, these accidents

•end in core disassembly. The codes HOPE and KADIS were used to analyze

the initiating and the disassembly phase in these studies. In Section 3,

improvements of the codes are discussed. They include an automatic data

transfer from HOPE to KADIS, and a new equation of state in KADIS, with

an improved model for fission gas behavior. In Section h, the analysis

of a 15 i/sec reactivity ramp accident is presented. Different pin

failure criteria are used. In the cases selected, the codes predict

an energetic disassembly. For the much discussed loss-of-flow driven TOP,

detailed models are presently not available at Karlsruhe. Therefore,

only a few comments, and the results of a few scoping calculations will

be presented.

2. Improvements in the Fission Gas Release Models

2ii_Comments_on_the_Model_LANGZEIT/KyRZZEIT

The steady state fission gas concentration in the fuel is calculated using

the model by Ronchi and Matzke in the computer program LANGZEIT /1,2/.

This model is not as detailed as some other gas behavior codes, for

example GRASS /3/; however, it describes the major effects such as

precipitation of gas in intragranular bubbles, re-3olution, and migration

of gas atoms to grain boundaries. The input parameters of the model were

reassessed recently A / on the basis of available experimental information.

Though there are rather large uncertainties in some of these parameters,
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